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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the issue of oral versus sign language
in educating people who are deaf, focusing on Hungary, which currently
emphasizes oralism and discourages the use of Hungarian Sign Language.
Teachers of people who are hearing impaired are trained to use the acoustic
channel and view signing as an obstacle to the integration of deaf people
into mainstream Hungarian society. A recent news report describes how the
British. Council is giving children's books to a Hungarian college for
teachers of handicapped students, because the college believes in encouraging
hearing impaired students' speaking skills through picture books rather than
allowing then to use sign language. One Hungarian researcher writes that the
use of Hungarian Sign Language hinders the efficiency of teaching students
who are hard of hearing, because they often prefer it to spoken Hungarian.
This paper suggests that the research obscures the difference between
medically deaf children, who will never learn to hear, and hearing impaired
children, who may learn to hear and speak to some extent. It asserts that
this is a case of linguicism and discrimination between groups of people
defined on the basis of language. (Contains 15 references.) (SM)
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British Aid for Hungarian Deaf Education from a Linguistic
Human Rights Point of View'

Language, education and human rights are interwoven in significant ways and the
interrelations are receiving increasing scholarly scrutiny internationally as well as in this
country. In this paper the oralism vs. manualism issue in Deaf education will be presented
in general. then the Hungarian Deaf education scene will be characterized. Next, I will
quote a recent news item from a Hungarian daily and supply some background
information to it. Finally. the Linguistic Human Rights aspects of what appears to be
British involvement in discouraging the use of Hungarian Sign Language in Hungary will
be explored.

On Deaf education in general

In the recently published Encyclopedia of Bilingualism and Bilingual Educa-
tion Baker and Jones (1998: 563) say that "Deaf people have too often been
placed in deficit types of education that submerge them in the language and
culture of hearers rather than an enrichment model where signing is allowed as
the primary language." One traditional educational approach, known as oralism,
has been to develop residual hearing with the help of hearing aids and to develop
lip reading skills and speech production. This approach dominated the education
of Deaf people in America and Europe until the 1970s and is the dominant
approach in Hungary today. Baker and Jones (1998: 567) list the beliefs the
approach is based on as follows:

1. deaf children should integrate into mainstream society
2. the curriculum cannot be taught through sign language
3. sign language is insufficient for full intellectual development
4. achievement in the curriculum requires oracy and literacy in the majority

language (e.g. English)
A second approach, known as manualism, sees the Deaf as a sociocultural

community, with sign language as the first language and oral/aural language as

I An earlier version of this paper was delivered at the Fourth Biennial Conference of The Hungarian
Society for the Study of English, Budapest, 28-30 January 1999.1 am grateful to Professors David
Martin (Gallaudet University, USA) and Tove Skutnabb-Kangas (Roskilde University, Denmark) for
their helpful criticism. All the infelicities which remain do so through my fault alone.
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the second. It emphasizes the usefulness of all modes of communication, or a
combination of the use of the acoustic and visual channels. Baker and Jones
(1998: 567-9) list ten suggestions emerging from this approach, including the

following:
1. Natural sign language should be the first language of all deaf children and

be regarded as their primary language.
2. Sign language should be used to teach the curriculum.
3. Sign language can be used to teach the majority language (e.g. English) as

a second language.
4. The acquisition of sign language should begin as early as possible, ideally

soon after birth.
5. Bilingual education for Deaf people should be based on an enrichment

form of bilingual education for hearing children such as the argument that
children's self-esteem and self-identity are boosted and not threatened by
the use of their first language.

On Deaf education in Hungary

At the risk of oversimplification, I will depict the current Hungarian scene as
emphasizing oralism and discouraging the use of Hungarian Sign Language.
Teachers for the hearing-impaired are trained to believe in teaching through the
acoustic channel and view signing as an obstacle to the integration of the Deaf
into mainstream Hungarian (read: hearing) society. Teachers who do not sub-

scribe to this, such as a Hungarian graduate from Gallaudet University (USA),
are in the minority and have rather little impact. The head of the Department for
Teacher Training for the Deaf at Bcirczi Gusztciv Gyogypedagogiai Tanarkepzd
Faisko la (Budapest) is a highly influential advocate of oralism (see Csanyi
1995), who views the Deaf as handicapped, the international movement to re-
gard them as linguistic minorities as wrong, and who emphasizes that the Deaf
are first of all citizens of a country with the implication that they should learn
the majority language and have mostly themselves to blame if they do not.'

The Hungarian Deaf community comprises about 60 thousand Deaf people

and 300 thousand hard-of-hearing people (Vasvdri, 1998). Most teachers for the
Deaf are reported to be unable to use Hungarian Sign Language and there is only
one local government in the country which has sign interpretation. All but one
per cent of TV programs are broadcast without sign interpretation or captions.
Hungarian Deaf people are campaigning for the legal recognition of Hungarian
Sign Language as a minority language (G. Juhasz 1998). In the professional
arena, most recently, the Deaf community has been receiving some support in
scholarly publications (see Muzsnai. 1997, 1999, and SzabO, 1998).
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A recent news report

On 30 November 1998 the Hungarian national daily Magyar Hirlap printed
the following news item (my translation):

Books for Hard-of-hearing Children

The British Council is giving children's books to the Barczi Gusztav
Training College for Teachers of the Handicapped. The books contain
stories close to the everyday experience of little children. Dr. Yvonne
Csanyi, head of the department of pedagogy for the hard-of-hearing
and her fellow teachers believe that the speaking and hearing skills of
the hard-of-hearing children can be improved greatly through the use
of picture stories. A teacher of handicapped children Morag Clark.
who trains Hungarian teachers for the Deaf and hard-of-hearing
through a British Council program. follows this approach in teaching
hard-of-hearing children. She urges children to not use sign language
in everyday communication because it limits their communication.
Her purpose is for the children to learn to hear. with the aid of hearing
aids if necessary, and to speak intelligibly.

Some background to the news

Istvan Muzsnai, a teacher in the Budapest Deaf School (Halleisserultek
Tanintezete) who also teaches in the Theoretical Linguistics Program of Eotvos
Lorand University, has kindly supplied the following background information to
me. The British teacher in the news, Ms. Morag Clark has already visited the
Budapest school several times before this time. When organization for the in-
service teacher training mentioned in the news began, the Hungarian teachers in
order to participate in her course were required to promise that they would teach
their pupils separated from their signing fellow pupils, that is to say by isolating
the pupils from the signing children by scheduling breaks between classes such
that their pupils could not meet signing pupils. The Hungarian teachers all
agreed with this policy and Clark's approach, which is in total agreement with
the way they had been trained. The gift books fill a vacuum in Hungary because
there are no good picture books for Hungarian Deaf schools. The English text to
the pictures, however, was obviously of limited use for Hungarian children. One
class with four pupils learning English could use them for a while, but two
children soon dropped out. According to Muzsnai, the main problem with Ms.
Clark's visit was that it reinforced the teachers' belief in oralism and thus has
reinforced its hegemony among Hungarian teachers, who have no opportunity to
learn about alternative approaches prevalent in the USA, Sweden, Finland and
several other countries.
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The Linguistic Human Rights aspects

Branson and Miller (1998) have published an excellent paper on linguistic
imperiisin and the recognition and development of sign languages in Australia
and Indonesia. They show how "the dominant linguistic forces seek not only to
destroy minority languages but to transform existing minority linguistic
processes to conform with the form and content of the national language,
through the development and promotion of manually coded versions of national
spoken and written languages in formal education," (1998: 3) rather than
provide a strong basis in the natural sign language as the first language.

Education through the medium of one's mother tongue is considered to be a
Linguistic Human Right, especially in the first several years of education (see,
e.g. Grosjean, 1999, Skutnabb-Kangas and Phillipson. 1994, Phillipson and
Skutnabb-Kangas, 1995). Linguists agree that Deaf communities have fully de-
veloped sign languages and thus are linguistic minorities. Various international
documents such as The Hague Recommendations Regarding the Education
Rights of National Minorities (1996)2 recognize that

The first years of education are of pivotal importance in a child's de-
velopment. Educational research suggests that the medium of teaching
at pre-school and kindergarten levels should ideally be the child's lan-
guage. Wherever possible, States should create conditions enabling,
parents to avail themselves of this option.

According to Csdnyi (1995), the use of Hungarian Sign Language hinders the
efficiency of teaching the hard -of- hearing because they often prefer its use to
using spoken Hungarian. Sign Language. so the claim goes, is an easy way out
and its users do not integrate into mainstream society as best they could. Most
people with hearing problems are not medically deaf but are hard-of-hearing,
and because at an early age it is not possible to medically diagnose medically
deaf children, it is only fair, so Csanyi claims, to provide education for all
through the acoustic channel.

What Csanyi does here is to obscure the difference between medically deaf
children who will never learn to hear and the hard-of-hearing who may learn to
hear and speak to some extent, as a result of special education and by means of
hearing aids. She seems to be taking an "equal educational opportunity for all"
position but in actual fact the implementation of her policy deprives the medi-
cally deaf children of their right to develop a linguistic competence by age three,
and it deprives the Deaf or hearing children born to Deaf parents of their right to
a mother tongue. This is a case of linguicism or discrimination between groups
of people defined on the basis of language.

66
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Educational aid and its reception

This stgry is at least partly about British educational aid to Hungary since Ms.
Clark's in-service course was taught through a British Council program. Obvi-
ously, I have neither the right nor the intention to doubt the British Council's
goodwill in this case, but the fact remains that the printed news has made the
Council look like a foreign agency whose program has discouraged the use of
Hungarian Sign Language in Hungary. International (educational) aid programs
sometimes generate mixed reactions due to inadequate planning which hurts the
feelings of the recipients. Unfortunately, in this case, part of the Hungarian re-
cipients must feel as I did when I recently went to the Swedish furniture com-
pany IKEA's store in Budapest, where all the signs use informal to address (te-
gezes in Hungarian) indiscriminately. The company's managers probably think
that informal address is all right in Sweden in all communicative situations. so it
must also be all right in Hungary. They couldn't be more wrong...

Notes

I. It is impossible to miss the similarity of this linguicist argument to those in the English -Only
movement in the USA or the Slovak-Only policies for the indigenous Hungarian minority in Slovakia.
See, e.g., Martin (1999, ms.) and Kontra (1998).
2. A Hungarian translation of The Hague Recommendations is available in Csernusne and Forintos,
eds, (2000 13-27).
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CALL FOR PAPERS
TENTH INTERNATIONAL MORPHOLOGY MEETING

BUDAPEST, MAY 9-12, 2002

The TENTH INTERNATIONAL MORPHOLOGY MEETING to be organized
by Ferenc Kiefer (Hungarian Academy of Sciences) and Wolfgang Dressler
(University of Vienna) will be held in Budapest, May 9 through 12, 2002.
PREFIXATION: prefixes and other prefix-like bound morphemes, particle
constructions was chosen as the main topic of the conference. Special emphasis
should be given to scales of morpholog,ization, typological and psycholinguistic
aspects of prefixation as well as to problems concerning the relationship
between prefixation and word formation, on the one hand, and between
prefixation and syntax, on the other.
The conference is open to other morphology-related topics as well.
Abstracts must be submitted by e-mail before December 1, 2001. Authors will
be notified about the acceptance of their paper by January 31, 2002.

Contact person: Ms Rozdlia Demeter
E-mail: drozi@nytud.hu

Telephone: (36-1)321-4S30. Ext. 117., I IS. Fax: (36-1)322-9297
Address: Research Institute for Linguistics. Hungarian Academy of Sciences

H -1068 Budapest. Bencziar utca 33
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